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Memorandum 97-1

1997 Legislative Program

This memorandum reviews the status of items in the Commission’s 1997

legislative program.

We have satisfied the January 24 deadline for submitting bill requests to

Legislative Counsel for all items in our legislative program. The matters on

which we have not yet completed work have been submitted in preliminary

form. (It may be necessary to introduce them in that form and later amend them

to reflect the Commission’s final recommendation.)

Annual Resolution of Commission Authority. Senator Kopp has introduced

this measure as SCR 3.

Tolling statute of limitation when defendant out of state. We have decided

to start this bill on the Assembly side because of the problems it encountered last

year on the Senate side. Assembly Member Ackerman has our materials on it.

The measure is faced with opposition from plaintiffs’ attorneys. We are awaiting

announcement of the composition of the Assembly Judiciary Committee so we

can assess the prospects for this legislation. The committee chair is Assembly

Member Escutia, and the vice chair is Assembly Member Morrow.

Real property covenants. Our two real property covenant proposals — repeal

of the First Rule in Spencer’s Case (Civil Code § 1464), and application of the

Marketable Record Title Act to obsolete land use restrictions — are in the

possession of Senate Judiciary Committee. The chair and staff of the committee

have changed since last session, and the persons most interested in making a

committee bill of the two proposals are gone. The matter is currently under

review by the new committee chair and staff.

Administrative adjudication by quasi-public entities. Senator Kopp has

introduced this measure as SB 68. We have received a number of

communications concerning it, and the staff is drafting possible refinements to

provide a more precise definition of “quasi-public entity”.
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Ethical standards for administrative law judges. Individual members of the

utilities deregulation conference committee who have been interested in

administrative adjudication and the role of the administrative law judge are

considering introducing this measure.

Best evidence rule. Senator Kopp has indicated his interest in introducing

this bill.

Unfair competition. Senator Kopp has introduced this measure as SB 143.

The text of the measure is attached to this memorandum.

Judicial review of agency action. We hope to complete work on this

recommendation at the January meeting.

Mediation confidentiality. We hope to complete work on this

recommendation at the January meeting.

Attachment by undersecured creditors. We have sent the material on this

measure to the State Bar for possible inclusion in a bill they are sponsoring.

Respectfully submitted,

Nathaniel Sterling
Executive Secretary
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